
When: June 9-10-11, 2023

Where: Hotel Crown Plaza Rome St.Peter

Tournament Registration: €50, FIW members €40

Players will be given a welcome kit with dice to use during the tournament.

Mode

• 7 games of 2.5 hours

• First game on Friday, June 9 from 6 p.m. onward with random matching as you arrive: players will register from

5:30 p.m. onward and will be matched as they register.

• Saturday

Second game from 8:30 to 11:00 a.m.

Third game from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Break until 3 p.m.

Fourth game from 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Fifth game from 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

● Sunday

Sixth game from 09:00 to 11:30 a.m.

Seventh game from 11:45 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.

Awards ceremony to follow

● Blitz as per tournament rules

● Each player will bring 2 armies: a list from 356 AC to 476 DC and a list from 1066 DC onward.

● Army list must be submitted with the proper excel file in English at:

https://form.jotformeu.com/90504216922350

● Deadline at 00.00 of 31.05.2023

● The first 3 games will be played with the ancient list, the second 3 games with the medieval list, the last game at

the players' choice.

● Grounds and dice will be provided by the organization

● Players who have problems bringing two armies can send an email to: info@fiw.it specifying the list.

● The use of the dice throwing cup or dice throwing tower is highly recommended-some will be available for use.

https://form.jotformeu.com/90504216922350
mailto:info@fiw.it


Mode of conducting the tournament

Tables will be numbered and already prepared with 5 terrains of various types. At the beginning of the game each

player according to the initiative, determined as per the rules, will be able to choose whether to be an

attacker/defender or the side to enter from. Then the defender will choose the terrain (plain, forest, mountain,

desert, steppe) from those available in his list, solely to decide whether, at the time of set up, to replace a terrain

with his own mandatory one if not on the table.

Each player may move 1 among the terrain on the table as per the rules (net of the strategist's presence), but no

terrain may be removed, so 6 counts as 5.

The final arrangement will then be left as is at the end of the game and will be valid for the next one: new players

can in turn move or replace them as previously described.

During the last game, players will secretly choose which list to play and then simultaneously reveal their choice.

At each round the tables will be randomly drawn.

The score will be sent via QRcode with new software that will report results and create pairings automatically, using

the usual score file.

The program is owned by FIW.

Lunch and Dinner

Lunches and dinners are not included; a 20% discount will be active at the hotel for those who wish to use the

catering services. In the near fo the Hotel there are a lot of places for Pizza and Restaurant.If you want a suggest for

the dinner let us know at info@fiw.it

mailto:info@fiw.it

